The Attic

This Weekend at
~
~ we will be open tomorrow, Saturday, for our usual hours, 10 a.m. till 5 p.m., closed on Sunday, and CLOSED on
Monday to give us all time to recognize the holiday , Memorial Day.
Next Weekend

Beginning Linen
Instructor: Linda
One 2-Hr. Class
Saturday, June 2, 10:30-12:30
Fee: $30 (includes all materials)
Here's the beautiful geranium bookmark that is the class project for Linda's Beginning Linen class that Linda uses to teach
you important techniques, with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the class text. You will learn basic techniques and a
wonderful edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads. Join Linda for a fun-filled 2
hours with lots of tips!
Only a few days remain to take advantage of ~
~ May's Sampler of the Month from Blackbird Designs, "Mother's Honor Due." You may purchase any combination of
the following at a 15% discount: chart, $7; Lakeside Vintage Sand Dune (count of your choice), $10; and 5 Belle Soie
silks from Crescent Colours, $27.50.

Our DAYLIGHT Special ~
~ continues where you have the opportunity to save 10% while gifting yourself with, in my opinion, the best light source
(other than the real daylight, hence, the name) for your needlework. The Daylight Company has just introduced several
new styles and products into the marketplace and as part of their promotion is giving us a price break, and we would like
to share that with you during this special promotion, which continues through the end of May. All orders for these
products listed below that we receive by the close of business on Tuesday, May 29, will receive a 10% discount. If you
have not treated yourself to this product in your needlework pastime, I hope this will encourage you to do it. You will not
be sorry. The new products come in their "satin silver collection" and include, from left to right, the Ultimate

Floorstanding Lamp U21077 ($245) ~ the Deluxe Floorstanding Lamp U21067 ($190) ~ and the Ultimate Table Top
Lamp U21037 ($140).

Also introduced as part of this promotion, two new Daylight battery lamps, pictured below.
The clip-on battery lamp U36101 ($70) is designed specifically for needlework and clips to almost anything from
hoops and frames to books and charts. It can be plugged in or battery operated for "work anywhere" convenience.
It uses 4 standard AA batteries that can be rechargeable and gives up to 4 hours of uninterrupted work. It includes
a removable 2.7" magnifier for detailed work.
The Deluxe Compact Lamp U33607 ($100) uses a bright 13w Daylight task lamp (75w equivalent) and can be
plugged in or battery-powered when power isn't accessible. It uses 6 size C batteries that give up to 4 hours of
uninterrupted work. The batteries in this lamp are NOT rechargeable, but there is an energy-saving switch for
extended battery life.

Also part of this promotion are two new Compact Lamps ($50), the matt black U33501 and the satin silver U33507. Both
of these compact-designed lamps fold up for easy take-along and use the 13w Daylight task lamp, are lightweight and
easily portable in the Daylight carry bag U62000 ($20). During this special promotion these products are also available at
a 10% discount, through Tuesday, May 29. There's been a rumor that the company might extend the promotion into June,
and if that happens, we will also. If I hear that news, I'll pass it along as soon as I know.

New in the Shop This Week
Wow! Lots of new things, and more on their way ~ so many new charts they don't all fit on our "New Books" spinner, so
we have them in several other places in the shop as well.
From Europe, Holland to be specific, designs from Jan Houtman are finally available to the retail market in the USA, and
we have 16 of them in stock, some in limited quantities that we will replenish with the next shipment, so give us a call if
you want to reserve any of these, and be patient if it needs to come with our next shipment. All of these are spectacular
designs ~ the only difficulty will be in choosing which one(s) to stitch!
Row 1: "Initials 1991 Sampler" ($24) ~ "le Noir et Rouge" ($24) ~ "ABC Sampler" ($24), elegant in its shades of
black and gray, but beautiful for any color shading

Row 2: "Anniversary of 30 Years of Embroidery," $24 (there's a 30 in the cartouche towards the top center) ~
"Retirement Sampler Merklap 1929-1994" ($19) with its glorious peacocks and roses and vases and borders and ~
and ~ and!!!

Row 3: "The Pansies Sampler" ($19) with The Lord's Prayer in Latin ~ and "The Rose Sampler" ($19) ~ both
exquisite designs!

Row 4: "Black Open Tree of Life Sampler" ($24) ~ "Closed Tree of Life Sampler" ($24)

Row 5: "Patchwork Sampler" ($22) ~ "Buds of Life Sampler" ($24)

Row 6: "Byzantine Cross Sampler" ($24) ~ "Austria the Red Madonna Sampler" ($29), with its
beautiful roses border, gorgeous alphabets, closing with The Lord's Prayer in Latin at the bottom.

Row 7: "LAE Elizabeth Sampler" ($19) ~ "Christmas 2003 Sampler" ($24) with Season's Greetings in several
languages ~ "Advent 2000 Sampler" ($24) with its nutcrackers and rauchermen (smoking men), a German
Christmas tradition for burning incense, and other symbols of the Season!

Also in this week from The Netherlands, Beardie Designs' distribution of designs by Iris van den Heiligenberg, very well
known to Dutch needleworkers, some of them samplers, some from paintings from Gustav Klimt.
Row 1: "Iris" ($12) ~ "Jugendstil" ($12) ~ "Portrait Emilie Floge" ($22)

Row 2: Samplers designed by Joke Trebbe de Nijs, "Randen Lap Frasselt 2" ($14) ~ and "de Oogst," translated,
"The Harvest" ($14)

Row 3, "Delft Blue Accessory Set" ($17, includes the hand-dyed ribbon for the needleroll) ~ and an exquisite heart
alphabet, "Je l'aime aussi" ($30)

Row 3, charts with 3 designs each: "Mignonne" ($20) ~ "Madison" ($27) ~ "Vinea" ($20)

More European designs, these from Dessins DHC: "Mustard Flowers" ($11) ~ "White Lace" ($11) ~ "Silver Medieval
Sampler" ($11) ~ "Lace Influence" ($13)

From Mirabilia, for the many mermaid fans, "Mermaid of Atlantis" ($13) ~ "St. Michael's Steeple" ($10), a scene
reminiscent of many places in our memories ~ and more designs from John Clayton, "Paris" ($15) and "A Taste of
Norway" ($12.50)

From Lynne Nicoletti, a chartpack we've been trying to get in since it first appeared in the marketplace weeks ago,
"Fortune Teller" ($14) ~ "Christmas Alphabet" ($6.50) from Elizabeth's Needlework Designs ~ and a lovely
anniversary/wedding sampler from Cherished Stitches, "And Two Shall Become One," ($12)

Plum Street Samplers/Paulette has another winner: "Grim Gourds" ($8) with its adorable Hallowe'en peacock!!! ~ and
Kit & Bixby also have an adorable design, "Haunted Wool" ($9) ~ both might just look fabulous on Colorscapes' Flash ~
I'll try to remember to pull the colors and scan them for next week! ~ and more in keeping with our red-white-and-blue
season which officially begins in my book on Monday, "USA Crock" ($4) from Waxing Moon Designs ~ this one is a
limited edition, a quick-to-stitch addition to your seasonal decor! Its stitch count is 54 x 59, very petite with adorable
JABC golden-star buttons in each corner.

More seasonal designs from Waxing Moon Designs with handpainted frames from Poppy Kreations that make these even
more special: "Nuts About Autumn" ($8.50 with acorn buttons) ~ "Autumn Welcome" ($11 with leaf buttons) ~ "Merry
Minis" ($6.50 ~ we don't have frame prices yet but we'll get those for you.

A new sampler reproduction from The Essamplaire, "Aagie Jans 1732-1733" ($134 kitted with 40c and silk).
Reproductionist Margriet Hogue provides very interesting historical information along with the reproduction, from the
collection at Vassar College: The sampler is from the island of Marken in the Netherlands, typical of samplers from that
area in the way the motifs are stitched using different colors in the bands on the right of the sampler. Marken was a
fishing community, hence, the large ship on the sampler. The horses with female riders on them are a common feature on
Marken samplers, as are the geometric motifs and the numerous bands. The pattern bands were used on ribbons which
women wore underneath their caps as well as on cuffs and collars. Most of the motifs and bands were worked on edges of
sheets, pillowcases, and on a type of bib worn by babies, but then it was almost always stitched using one color. The
chessboard being held by a couple along the bottom edge represents the game of life, and the two dates on the sampler
probably represent the start and the completion of the sampler.

Three more from The Essamplaire, a chart entitled "Red Lion" ($19) done in tent stitch ~ not new but we got more in,
"Augusta's Bristol Orphanage Sampler" ($83 with silk on 40c) and I just love this reproduction, for a number of reasons:
Because it's from the Bristol Orphanage, and I find the history surrounding the orphanages in the 19th Century fascinating
~ and because it's done in RED (one of my favorite colors, not readily apparent because the scan is very dark) and kitted
with an exquisite silk, A Ver A'Soie's Soie de Paris (if you haven't treated yourself to the pleasures of stitching with this
thread, you are definitely depriving yourself) ~ and because I love all of the beautiful alphabets and the motifs, the Bible,
the crowns, the parrot, and more ~ and because I was privileged to see the original sampler in a private collection. I have
started this one, and I will finish it someday! Also pictured is the Ann Marsh Pin Pillow, the reproduction kit of which is
still being completed ~ we have it ordered if you'd like to own it. I don't have a price yet. It's one of a number of
needlework items done by Ann Marsh, daughter of Elizabeth Marsh, the premiere schoolmistress in Philadelphia in the

mid 1700's. I've also seen the original of this pin pillow, now in the collection of the Chester County Historical Society in
Pennsylvania. If you've studied sampler history at all, you are familiar with the work of Elizabeth Marsh, a gifted
needlewoman that I wish I could have known.

Just in the door yesterday, "Into the Ark" ($10) and ""Postcard from Paradise," both the newest from Blue Ribbon Designs
~ and a new design from Emie Bishop/Cross 'n Patch, "Christmas Tree Lane" ($10), with the hardanger and holly done in
Emie's very distinctive color palette ~ beautiful!

From Westminster Design, "The Golden Garden" ($15), which is inspired by a Europen sampler, Merklap 1818 held in a
European private collection ~ I love this one with its deer and dogs (?) roaming through the garden ~ and "Fleur de Lis
Sampler" ($14) ~ oh, I'd love to stitch this in one of the new colors of Belle Soie coming very soon from Crescent
Colours, Cranberry, a BEAUTIFUL new red that you are going to love! Only a few more days to wait!

Next week it's time for many in our industry to gather once again for our annual tradeshow in Columbus, Ohio ~ this one
differs from Nashville because it's an order-only show (except for Sample-It, a Friday night event where we get to
purchase one of many new things to bring home to begin our shop models) ~ and so I'm planning on publishing a
newsletter midweek next week, if there's anything new to show you before the TNNA show. I'm always excited to go
because it's fun to see all of the latest and greatest in our industry and visit with the designers and see their new models ~ I
can't WAIT to see "Inspiration" from Rosewood Manor and other new designs from these talented people who give us so
much pleasure in our pastime ~ and it's a very special part of the weekend to get together with shopowner friends from
around the country. They are the best! And I always return with a renewed spirit and appreciation for the opportunity I
enjoy being a part of the needlework world ~ so many special people here, from the designers to the customers. Thanks
for the privilege of going shopping for all of you!
Quickly, before closing, here's two fresh from Sandy's framing studio this past week: "Flower Heart," ($18)~ this kit from
Olde Colonial comes in its cute little purse-like container, with everything in it except the frame, which is $20 ~ I should
have photographed it with something to give you a perspective and an idea of the size of this petite little thing ~ the
opening of the frame measures 2 1/4 x 2 3/4! And scheduled to be delivered today at its home in Missouri, Carol's
BEAUTIFUL rendition of Long Dog's "Moulin Rouge" stitched over 1 in a dark green overdye. Beautiful work, Carol!

This is a very special weekend, for a number of reasons: Tomorrow is grandson Tyler's 10th birthday! How can he be 10
years old already? Where has this past decade gone? Here he is with his classmates and schoolmates at a program as part
of their Fine Arts Festival last weekend ~ playing their recorders in a very moving rendition of "Amazing Grace" and
singing and clapping in another wonderful part of the program.

This weekend we here in America also celebrate Memorial Day, originally called Decoration Day, a day of
remembrance for those who have died in our nation's service. In the small Wisconsin town where I grew up it
was also a time to decorate the graves of our loved ones with flags and flowers, and that tradition continues to
this day. I wish I could be there with my family to continue the tradition: begin the day with planting flowers
at the gravesites and later gather together for a picnic with great food, brats cooked in beer, and lots of
memories, new and old.

Last weekend John and I were invited to join a group that John does some consulting with on the Dolly Steamboat dinner
cruise on Canyon Lake, about an hour northeast of the Phoenix area. It was a beautiful evening to be in the canyon and on
the water, and as night fell, we were treated to a very spectacular evening sky with the crescent moon and Venus in close
proximity to each other! If you have the chance to see some of our beautiful Arizona on this steamboat, don't miss it!

And here's another photograph of our Mya ~ notice her beautiful red toile collar (you can't see the bell) ~ she
knows she's beautiful, and now even more so in her lovely red toile! Thank you ever so much, Tamami, for
giving our cat such style! She loves her new collar.

Enjoy your weekend!
Jean Lea
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